INTRODUCTION
It is the aim of this paper to dérive rigorous and computable error bounds for the approximate solution of a first order évolution équation by means of the implicit Euler method.
The problem under investigation is specifîed as follows. Assume F t> H<+ F' is a triple of real separable Hubert spaces, F is dense in H and the duality pairing (., . > of F and its dual F' is a continuous extension of the scalar product (., (7, H) , hence HT c> 3f (cf. Lions and Magenes [9] or Gajewski, Gröger and Zacharias [5] ).
Let A be a continuous mapping of Fonto V' which is strongly monotone, i.e.
{Au-Av,u-v > 2== \u-v \\ for ail u,veV.
(l.l)
If/ 0 G T^*' and z o e H are fîxed data, then there exists a unique solution XQ e iV of the initial value problem = ƒ", xeiT, 1 x(0) = z 0 (cf. [5] or [12] ).
Since the work of Rothe [15] , the implicit Euler method has been used to prove existence and regularity of solutions of évolution équations (cf. Raviart [13] , Necas [12] , Gröger [6] , Kacur [8] and the références quoted there). Combined with some space discretization, it is the most popular method to approximate the solutions of such équations.
The method may be treated simultaneously as a Galerkin method with piecewise constant test and trial functions in 'V and as a collocation method with piecewise linear trial functions in W. The fîrst approach was generalized by Ericsson, Johnson and Thomée [4] who have pointed out that some methods which are based on subdiagonal Padé approximations of higher order may be formulated in an equivalent way as Galerkin methods with piecewise polynomial but discontinuous test and trial functions. Axelsson [1] investigated the convergence of the 0-method which might be regarded as a modification of the collocation approach.
Any reasonable space discretization of an évolution équation in infinité dimensional spaces results in a System of ordinary differential équations which then should be investigated within the same functional analytic framework. For such a System the spaces of the triple V t» H u V' are most conveniently chosen as fînite dimensional subspaces of the corresponding spaces for the original équation. In contrast to the usual treatment of ordinary differential équations, this introduces different norms on these spaces. Ho wever, this is the appropriate way to dérive results which are valid uniformly with respect to the family of space discretizations. (For the same reasons that require enhanced notions of stability and convergence for the investigation of arbitrarily stiff Systems, the justification of step-size procedures for évolution équations cannot be derived from the results for standard ordinary differential équations, cf. Sanz-Serna and Verwer [16] for an instructive discussion of the problems which result from a straightforward application of one-step methods in this field.) In contrast to the fact, that the convergence of the implicit Euler method has been extensively investigated even for rather gênerai types of nonlinear équations, there are only a few theoretical results for linear équations which provide a sound theoretical basis for error estimation and adaptive choice of step-sizes. Assuming some weak but non-trivial regularity concerning the data and the solution of the problem, Johnson, Nie and Thomée [7] proved a priori and a posteriori estimâtes in L^I.H) for the discontinuous Galerkin variant of the implicit Euler method (cf [4] ). In connection with an adaptive space discretization of a highly regular problem, Reiher [14] investigated a step-size control which is based on an estimate of the local truncation errors by means of a comparison with the trapezoidal rule. In both papers some rather restrictive uniformity conditions for the step-sizes of the meshes had to be imposed.
In this paper the time discretization of équation (1.2) is treated by a modified collocation method which covers a variety of approximations of f 0 by means of piecewise constants (section 2). This collocation approach has the advantage that x 0 is approximated by functions from some subspace of ilT and all effects resulting from space discretization, approximation of coefficients or truncation of itérative methods for the nonlinear différence équations, respectively, are controlled in a very simple manner. Above all, the time and space discretization of (1.2), including the corresponding error estimâtes, can be treated separately. The investigation is restricted to time independent operators only for simplicity of présentation.
The stability of the solution of (1.2) relative to variations of the data yields a posteriori estimâtes of the approximation errors in 9E and UT which depend only on the amount by which the approximate solution fails to satisfy (1.2) (section 3). Consequently, these estimâtes are comparatively easy to compute. The reliability of the error estimâtes and the convergence of the method are established by means of some a priori bounds for the derivatives of the approximations for meshes with bounded step-size and for rather gênerai data. In some cases such bounds have already been investigated by Gröger [6] . Under fairly mild hypotheses on the data the convergence of the method is of order h^2 where h^ is the maximum stepsize of a mesh A. For suffïciently regular data the approximations converge linearly.
The paper is completed by a pilot investigation of a step-size control for a linear équation of parabolic type (section 4). The conséquences of some hypotheses are discussed by means of a constant coefficient diffusion équation which is considered in various function space settings. In this way some control procedures which have been used for a long time are put on a vol. 25, rfl, 1991 sound basis. Effectivity in the sense of not using an excessive number of time steps will depend upon additional regularity of the data and the solution of the problem and is not investigated in this paper.
THE IMPLICITE EULER METHOO
To define discrete-time approximations of équation (1.2) for given data f Q e i r ' and z 0 G H, let 0 be the set of all meshes on /. For each A e 0 let
(the dependence of the intervals and their characteristics upon A is often suppressed in the notation below). The set 0 is partially ordered by refïnement and so it is a directed index séquence with the minimal element {/} and Hm h A = 0. .5) There is an alternative interprétation of the fact that a fixed x A e #* A solves équation (2.5) for some / A e T^A which satisfies (2.7). If 8 A is not a priori fixed but implicitely defmed by means of x A) then combining (2.5) and (2.7) for 7 > 0 results in the system of différence inequalities~f
These inequalities détermine a set of solutions. Any solution algorithm for (2.9) will fïx a unique x à e X" A and the corresponding / A e T^~A. Especially, inequalities (2.9) cover all those algorithms which in a step by step procedure solve the différence équations (2.6) with / A = p A f 0 approximately within some prescribed tolérance and in this way découplé the full discretization of (1.2) with respect to time and space. The defects in the différence équations may originate from different sources such as space discretization or an approximate solution of the nonlinear équations. (2.9) may be realized in a comparatively easy way because it only involves restrictions on the defects but not on the approximation of the exact solutions of the différence équations.
Later on it will be necessary to restrict the investigation to a subsequence © p e €> for some p ^ 1 such that or, equivalently,
|| (7 -PA) AX\\ ^ L l y h t \x(t t ) -x(t l _ i) | /3 j . (3.13)
for ail A e S and x e X^. 1 results in a priori estimâtes of the approximation errors for arbitrary meshes and the special choice /A = PA fo-As discussed in Section 2, there is a serious demand for similar results in more gênerai situations which are governed by condition (2.7). Under some more restrictive condition than (2.7) and for sub séquences of meshes A which are inversely regular, i.e. sup h l _ l /h l is uniformly 2 sS l sSrtb ounded, Gröger [6] derived an a priori bound like (3.15). The step by step realizations of (2.5) and inverse regularity assumptions are incompatible, however. In fact, the bounds from (3.20)-(3.23) majorize the term on the right hand side of (3.10). Hence the a posteriori estimâtes from Theorem 3.1 are convergent with the same rate as the approximations themselves. Because any bound involving the maximum step-size will be rather pessimistic, the estimâtes (3.20)-(3.23) are mainly of theoretical interest.
With respect to a single mesh A G 0 p , the constant 7 may be regarded as a free parameter. Defming ô = yh A , the combination of (3.12) and (3.18) reads as
Thus, with an a priori information about L, for each fixed tolérance level K ;> 0 the bound in (2.9) can be chosen independently of h A such that ||x A -JC 0 Ij =s K for appropriate meshes A G 0 p .
STEPSIZE CONTROL FOR A LINEAR EQUATION
The most effective way to approximate the solution x 0 of équation (1.2) within a prescribed tolérance is the simultaneous step by step construction of an appropriate mesh A and the solution x A (defîning ƒ A ) under control of the estimâtes (3.10)-(3.11). Because the évaluation of the a posteriori bounds of Theorem 3.1 in no way is a trivial task for gênerai nonlinear équations, the investigation is subsequently restricted to the most simple linear case.
Assume A is ünear and symmetrie and ƒ 0 is a constant. Without loss of generality let A = / such that the constants L and L' in the estimâtes of Section 3 are 1 and 0, respectively. In particular 1/2 (4.1) for aiî A G © and x e X à .
Based on this equality, various step-size control algorithms can be derived in a straightforward way. Algorithm 4.1 approximately equidistributes the terms in the sum of (4.1) (error per step control). Though this strategy is known to be optimal for more regular problems, it lacks from the fact that « A cannot be determined in advance. At least under the assumptions of Lemma 3.4 the step-sizes are uniformly bounded from below by a multiple of K, hence
Choose u t e V such that | (u t -u t _\)/hj
The alternative error per unit step control îs justifled only within the setting of Lemma 3.4, recalling the argumentation from the proof of (3.14) and (4.2). Some estimâtes like (3.14) seem to be necessary to prove the algorithm to be finite (in fact the generated approximation x à must be bounded in C o (7, F)). Obviously the realization of any of these algorithms dépends on the availability of some algorithms which perform the détermination of the u x e V for 0 =£= i ^n A .
Examples : Some spécifie aspects concerning a realization of the implicit Euler method, in particular of Algorithms 4.1 and 4.2, are discussed for the diffusion équation In fact there is a séquence (H k ) r of spaces which are defïned together with the correspondmg scalar products by means of the subséquent integer powers of A The choice of examples 1 to 3 is in correspondence with the needs for most applications ACKNOWLEDGEMENT The author is grateful to the editor end his référée for very helpful suggestions in the revision of this paper
